
 
 
 

 

Empowering Europe 2022 Gathering at the 

Abdijhof Mariënkroon Conference Centre 

The Abdijhof Mariënkroon is a dedicated conference facility located just outside the city of 

S'hertogenbosch. It is set in the grounds of an old seminary. There is onsite accommodation, onsite 

meeting and catering facilities and open space for other activities.   

Travel to Abdijhof Mariënkroon 

The easiest way to reach Mariënkroon is by car. The address is Abdijlaan 8, 5253VP Nieuwkuijk, the 

Netherlands. It is possible to travel to S'hertogenbosch central train station and take a short taxi ride 

to Mariënkroon . There is plenty of onsite parking.  

The nearest airport is Eindhoven. Mariënkroon is approximately a 40 minute drive away. 

Accommodation 

There is onsite accommodation included in the cost of the ticket. It is possible to have a single room, 

room for married couples, share with other people or have a family room. Each room has a shower. 

A bed linen and towel is provided. To reduce cost each person is responsible for making their own 

bed. 

Catering 

All catering will be provided by the staff at Mariënkroon . Tea, coffee and water is provided. Other 

drinks and snacks will be available for purchase at the bar.  Please indicate during the registration 

process if you have any dietary requirements.  

Use of facilities 

We have a main hall for meeting and use of other rooms. There is a bar and seating area for our use. 

Refreshments can be purchased at the bar via pin. Mariënkroon is set in beautiful country grounds 

which we are free to walk around.  

Covid regulations 

There are no legal covid regulations that must be adhered to at the gathering.  

Refund policy 

The full cost of the ticket can be refunded if you cancel before the 10th May 2022. If you cancel after 

this date any refund will depend upon Mariënkroon existing policies.  

Registration Process 

1. Register via the website 

2. Receive a confirmation email and follow up phone call to discuss payment and 

accommodation 

3. Make payment in full before the 10th May 2022 after receiving an email with payment details 

Questions? 

Please get in touch with us if you have any questions. The easiest way is by the website 

www.empoweringeurope.org/contact or email info@empoweringeurope.org The website for 

Abdijhof Mariënkroon is  http://www.abdijhof.com 
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